Gary Platt Manufacturing Receives Patent for New Tesla Chair Model
RENO, Nev. (October 9, 2019) – Gary Platt Manufacturing has been issued U.S. Patent No. D861405 for its
Tesla chair design. The patent is the latest honor for Gary Platt’s portfolio, and the third patent the
company has received for its innovative designs.
Previously Gary Platt received U.S. Patent No. D829458 for its Monaco chair design. The chair has since
gone on to become one of the best-selling casino chairs worldwide. Earlier this year, Gary Platt also
received U.S. Patent #D847549 for its Epic Frame, which is known globally for its versatility and durability.
“We are thrilled to be issued the Tesla patent for our innovative and leading chair designs,” said Gary Platt
Chief Commercial Officer Joshua Corrick. “Creating a chair is more than just design – it is artful mastery of
design, engineering, ergonomics, and industry. We have the world’s finest artisans creating and
handcrafting each and every chair we produce, and we are excited to have this team receive the
recognition they deserve.”
The patented Tesla will be prominently featured in Gary Platt’s booth #2618 at the upcoming Global
Gaming Expo. In addition to the Tesla at G2E, Gary Platt will show its cutting-edge seating solutions for
the entire enterprise that will make operators sit down and cheer. The unsurpassed comfort that
operators give their players in the casino is now available in collections for all areas of the casino, hotel,
and hospitality venues.
For more information, join Gary Platt at G2E booth #2618, online at garyplatt.com, and on Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About Gary Platt Manufacturing
For more than 20 years, Gary Platt Manufacturing has been the world’s leading provider of performance
casino seating. The design team has more than 50 years of experience in providing products with
unsurpassed comfort and excellence. Gary Platt produces premium seating for casinos on five continents
and creates chairs for slots, table games, poker, bar-top, and bingo. For more information, visit Gary Platt
at www.garyplatt.com.
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